
 
 
Employment Description: Courier Coordinator 
Year: 2019 
 
Part Time Hourly - $15/hr @ average 12 hours per week; $40 stipend per 2 consecutive 
days on call.  
 
These 12 hours occur across 2 consecutive days, during which the Courier Coordinator 
is on call during business hours. These days must include Saturday / Sunday at least 
every other week and may alternate between weeks or become fixed depending on the 
needs of candidates. 
 
Qualifications: Individual applications will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis and evaluated 
based on merit and experience, with particular emphasis on a strong work ethic and personal 
dedication and passion for the mission of the organization.  
 
The CC is responsible for running shifts occasionally. There are physical demands associated 
with running shifts such as standing and bending to sort donations,  lifting and walking with 
boxes up to 50 pounds, lifting boxes (less than 50 lbs) over your head, and by choice, biking 
with a trailer. Shifts happen in cold, rain, snow, and heat. The CC must have a valid driver's, 
license (or be able to obtain one within 60 days of employment) and reliable transportation.  
 
Preferences: Preference will be given to candidates who are bilingual in English and Spanish, or 
who can work weekends consistently. Access to a car is preferred.  
 
Reports to: Logistics Director  
 
Job Description: The Courier Coordinator is responsible for managing the same day and next 
day food rescue shift coordination at least two days per week. Their responsibilities include 
responding to same-day emergencies, running shifts that could not be covered by volunteer 
couriers that day, maintaining communications and emergency response, and finding volunteer 
coverage for open shifts for the next day.  
 
Responsibilities: 
 
I. Courier Coordination and Communication:  

1) Same Day Coordination: Check the rescue log daily to ensure all food rescue shifts are 



covered.  
2) Next-Day Coordination: Organize couriers to cover open shifts for the next day.  
3) Same Day Shift Completion: Complete open shifts for that day when no volunteer is 

available or when last-minute emergencies prevent volunteers from doing a shift.  
4) No Cost Grocery Program Shift Completion: In rare cases, NCGP’s have excess food 

that needs to be picked up and transferred to another open recipient. The CC will 
respond to these needs. 

5) Volunteer Communication: Respond to same day and next day concerns communicated 
through BFR Volunteer Line. Respond to same day and next day concerns 
communicated over BFR Volunteer Email. Communicate any last-minute same-day 
information changes to volunteers.  

6) Logistics Director Communication: Forward all appropriate communications to the 
Logistics Director. This includes all next-day, long term, and advanced notice concerns, 
as well as any problems that occurred with any of the shifts. Will be in regular 
communication with Logistics Director according to Courier Coordinator’s work schedule.  

 
II. Rescue Log Maintenance 

1) The Courier Coordinator is responsible for ensuring the daily rescue log is completely 
covered, accurate, and up-to-date. 

2) The Courier Coordinator is responsible for communicating any same day or next day 
information changes or emergencies to volunteers.  

3) The Courier Coordinator is responsible for monitoring pickup reports from the previous 
day and reporting volunteer notes to the appropriate BFR staff member or volunteer 
team.  

 
III.  Maintenance Team Communication  

The Courier Coordinator is responsible for communicating any bicycle or trailer 
equipment maintenance issues reported by volunteers to both the Maintenance Team 
and Logistics Director as soon as possible.  

 
IV. Staff Support and Other Tasks 

1) Projects: If all daily logistical needs and other tasks described here are accomplished, 
the volunteer coordinator may support the work of the LD or other staff, focusing on short 
and long term goals relevant to the Volunteer Program and organization as a whole. 

2) Weekly Meeting: The Courier Coordinator will meet with the Logistics Director every 
other week to discuss tasks, progress, and volunteer relations.  

3) Courier outreach projects as needed and if Courier Coordinator’s availability allows. 
4) Other event-based projects as needed and if Courier Coordinator’s availability allows. 

 
 
 


